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Distributed dispersion: A new approach
Greg J. Williamsa) and Anthony J. Stoneb)

University Chemical Laboratory, Lensfield Road, Cambridge CB2 1EW, United Kingdom

~Received 28 March 2003; accepted 3 June 2003!

Distributed polarizability and dispersion models can be constructed by analyzing the response, at
each point in an array surrounding the molecule, to the field due to a point charge at each point of
the array in turn, in an extension of the method described by Dehezet al. @Chem. Phys. Lett.338,
180 ~2001!#. Anisotropic distributed polarizabilities and anisotropic distributedC6 dispersion
coefficients have been calculated for carbon dioxide, water, benzene and ethane. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1594722#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Modern intermolecular potential functions are com
monly constructed from separate terms describing the co
butions arising from intermolecular perturbation theory.1 The
main terms are repulsion, electrostatic, and dispers
though induction, charge transfer, and other smaller te
may also contribute. For all but the smallest molecules i
usual to represent each of these terms in atom–atom fo
using distributed multipoles for the electrostatic descript
and atom–atom terms, often of Born–Mayer form, for t
repulsion. The dispersion terms are more difficult to d
with if high accuracy is required. For many small molecul
isotropically averagedC6 values are available from the wor
of Meath and others,2 who obtained them from dipole osci
lator strength distributions, and it is possible in some case
obtain information about the anisotropy of theC6

coefficient.3–5 Many conventional force field models us
simple 2C6R6 forms fitted to experimental data, but the
ignore any orientation dependence. It is clear, however, e
from the London expression for the dispersion coefficien1

that if the polarizability is anisotropic then the dispersi
must be anisotropic too.

It is sometimes remarked that the use of an atom–a
model provides a way to describe anisotropy in the interm
lecular interaction, even if the atom–atom terms are iso
pic. It is true that such a description incorporates some
isotropy, especially in the case of repulsion, but even the
is well established that atomic anisotropy is essential to
accurate description. In the case of dispersion, the us
isotropic atom–atomC6 dispersion coefficients leads d
rectly to an isotropic molecularC6 . Any anisotropy arising
from the use of the atom–atom form enters only in high
terms in theR2n expansion. For an accurate description,
in the case of repulsion, we need to embrace the anisotr
atom–atom model.

For higher terms in the dispersion energy series, we
dependent entirely onab initio calculations, but they usually
give only the dispersion coefficients referred to a molecu
origin, which may be satisfactory for small molecules but a
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rarely adequate for larger ones. It is possible to define
tributed polarizabilities in a rigorous manner,6 and to com-
pute them reasonably efficiently.7 Using such polarizabilities
calculated at imaginary frequency it is possible to obtain
distributed dispersion description,8 but it is quite cumber-
some, involving in its most general form sums over pairs
atoms in each molecule.

We explore here an alternative approach, based on
ideas of Nakagawa and Kosugi,9 Dehezet al., and Celebi
et al.10,11The latter computed the induction energy of a m
ecule in the field of a nearby point charge. By placing t
point charge at many different positions, they were able
obtain detailed information about the induction energy a
function of its position. If a polarizability model is postulate
for the molecule, involving whatever distributed
polarizability terms are considered appropriate, the para
eters in the model can be fitted so as to reproduce the
served induction energies as closely as possible. A variet
polarizability models can be investigated, and in this way
terms needed to obtain an accurate polarizability descrip
can be identified and their values estimated.

In the present work we extend this approach in tw
ways. First, we set up in a similar way a grid of poin
surrounding the molecule. We then consider the field o
point charge at each position in turn, and calculate the
sponse~the induced potential! at every point on the grid, no
just at the position of the perturbing charge. The complete
of responses for a large number of points~1000 or more in
our present implementation! can be obtained in a single ca
culation using theCADPAC program.12 This large dataset, o
several such datasets, can then be fitted to a distribu
polarizability model. TheCADPAC program also allows for
the computation of the responses at a set of imaginary
quencies, and these can be fitted to the same model to
distributed polarizabilities at imaginary frequency, which
turn can be used to obtain distributed dispersion coefficie

This approach has the fairly obvious advantage tha
provides much more detailed information about the m
ecule’s response, but there is also the more subtle advan
that the fitted functions are approximately orthogonal, wh
makes for a much more stable and well-conditioned fitt
procedure, as we shall show below.

However, the main new feature is that it provides a ro
0 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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to a distributed description of dispersion. Many metho
have been proposed in the past for obtaining atomic pola
abilities for molecules, from the early work of LeFevre13 and
Applequist14–16to more recent studies,17,18but only the work
of Hättig et al.19 explored the time-dependent polarizabiliti
that provide the route to atomic dispersion coefficients.
believe that the present paper provides a more versatile
practical approach.

II. THEORY AND COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

A point charge at positionP produces an electrostati
potentialVP(r)5(4pe0ur2Pu)21 at a pointr. The change in
electrostatic potential at some pointQ is described in second
order perturbation theory by an off-diagonal polarizabili
expressed in sum-over-states form as

aPQ52( 8
n

^0u( iVP~r i !un&^nu( jVQ~r j !u0&
Wn2W0

, ~1!

wherei and j refer to all the particles, electrons, and nucl
in the molecule. In a Born–Oppenheimer clamped-nucl
picture, however, the nuclear coordinates do not enter,
the sum is over electrons only. The matrix elements requ
have the form of nuclear-attraction integrals, and are ea
evaluated using standard code. The perturbation calcula
can be efficiently and accurately carried out using curr
density-functional theory20 with a suitable functional, such a
the widely-used B3LYP functional,21 or the PBE0 hybrid
functional,22 which has been found to give good results f
polarizabilities. This method has been implemented in
CADPAC program.12 Given the basis-function matrix elemen
for each ofN point-charge perturbations,CADPAC calculates
the N2 point-to-point polarizabilitiesaPQ . They are sym-
metric with respect to interchange ofP andQ, so there are
only N(N11)/2 distinct values.

These point-to-point polarizabilities can then be fitted
a model. A molecular distributed polarizabilitya tu

ab describes
the response of electric momentQu at siteb to an electric
field Vt at sitea, or vice versa. The labelst andu represent
multipole components 00, 10, 11c, 11s, 20, . . . ;Q00 is the
charge,Q10, Q11c , andQ11s are thez, x, andy components
of the dipole moment,Q20 is a component of the quadrupo
moment, and so on.1 V00 is the electrostatic potential,2V10,
2V11c , and 2V11s are thez, x, and y components of the
electric field,2V20 is a component of the field gradient, an
so on. A distributed polarizability model for a molecule com
prises a collection of such polarizabilities. We discuss
form of such models in more detail in Sec. III.

A point charge atP produces fields ata given by func-
tions T0t

Pa , where T00
Pa5(4pe0uP2au)21, and theT0t

Pa are
derivatives of this quantity with respect to the positiona of
site a. Detailed formulas are in Appendix F of Ref. 1. Sim
larly, an induced momentDQu

b at siteb produces a potentia
DQu

bTu0
bQ at the pointQ. Consequently, the potential atQ

induced by a unit point charge atP acting on the model is

ãPQ52 (
abtu

T0t
Paa tu

abTu0
bQ , ~2!
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where the tilde indicates that this is the response predicte
the model rather than the responseaPQ calculatedab initio.
The polarizabilities included in the model depend on a nu
ber of parameters, which are to be adjusted to give the
agreement, in a least-squares sense, between theãPQ and the
aPQ . This is normally a linear optimization problem.

Our method has a significant advantage over the us
induction energies only~i.e., essentially just theaPQ with
P5Q). The sum in Eq.~2! is a linear combination of the
productsT0t

Pa(p2a)Tu0
bQ(q2b), wherep andq are the posi-

tions of pointsP andQ, anda andb are the positions of sites
a and b. Viewed as functions of the polar coordinates ofp
2a andq2b for fixed a andb, these products form a set o
orthogonal functions over the polar angles. This means th
the model comprises a set of polarizabilities referred to
single site, and the data points span one or more sphe
shells surrounding that site, the value of any particular po
izability is independent of any other polarizabilities that m
be included in the model or omitted from it. In contrast, t
expansion functions used to fit the induction energies
T0t

Pa(p2a)Tu0
bP(p2b), which are functions of the single co

ordinatep for fixed a andb and are not orthogonal.
The orthogonality of our expansion functions is on

strictly true for a single-site model, and for a set of poin
that spans one or more shells of fixed radius. If the points
taken over a region that is not spherical but follows the sh
of the molecule, the variation in distance will spoil the o
thogonality. Nevertheless, we expect that the overall mole
lar polarizabilities for any distributed-polarizability mode
will be reasonably similar. The inclusion or exclusion
higher-rank polarizabilities will not affect the overall dipole
dipole polarizability, but in order to explore distribute
dipole–dipole polarizability models we have to include t
higher polarizabilities and fit the calculated data as well
possible.

The sum of squares of the residuals,ãPQ2aPQ , is to be
minimized with respect to the polarizability parameters. T
leads to a set ofn linear equations forn parameters, easily
solved if the number of parameters is not too great; beca
of the approximate orthogonality of the fitting functions, th
set of equations remains well-conditioned, and therefore,
problem of needing to invert a near-singular matrix in t
least-squares procedure11 does not arise, and it is not nece
sary to use methods such as the statistical approach ado
by Dehezet al.10 in order to avoid numerical instabilities. W
have found it sufficient to start with a simple model and
refine it by including further polarizabilities, rejecting the
if they do not lead to significant improvement in the sum
squares.

Chipotet al.23 have discussed the choice of positions f
the perturbing point charges, and we have followed th
suggestions in this respect. We have used a random sele
of points, rejecting any that are within a specified distance
any nucleus~usually two van der Waals radii!, or that are too
far away from every atom~usually four van der Waals radii!.

We have explored the numerical uncertainty in the
sults by statistical analysis of the data. For each molec
we carried out several calculations, each calculation invo
ing a different batch of 500 random perturbation points. T
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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fitted polarizability parameters for any particular model va
from batch to batch, and we have carried out independ
calculations on each batch and calculated the standard d
tion of the parameter values by standard methods. This
vides an estimate of the numerical variability of the tabula
results, which were obtained by combining the data from
batches in a single fit. The estimated numerical errors
typically in the region of 1% or 0.1% of the polarizabilit
values, and are negligible compared with errors due to li
tations of basis set or functional.

III. POLARIZABILITY MODELS

In the calculation of distributed polarizabilitiesab initio,
the molecule is partitioned into regions, each with its o
origin or reference point.6 A distributed polarizabilitya tu

ab

describes the multipole momentQu
b ~componentu at the ori-

gin of regionb) induced by thet component of the applied
field at the origin of regiona, i.e., 2Vt

a . The partitioning is
arbitrary; typically there is a region associated with ea
atom, with its origin at the nucleus. Every point in space
associated with one of the regions; for example, it may
associated with atoma if it is closer to the nucleus of tha
atom than to any other. Bader partitioning has also b
used.19,24,25 Partitioning in basis function space has be
tried, but it leads to numerical instabilities.7

This formulation leads to nonlocal polarizabilitie
where a field in one region causes a response in anothe
particular, it leads to charge-flow polarizabilities, where
potential difference between two regions leads to a flow
electron charge between them. While these features are
tirely reasonable and natural in physical terms, they lead
very complicated description. The associated dispersion
efficients depend on integrals of the form26,27

E a tu
ab~ iv!avw

cd ~ iv!dv, ~3!

and the dispersion energy then involves a sum over thes
that is, a fourfold sum over region and a fourfold sum ov
multipole components. In the case of charge-flow pola
abilities, there are associated dispersion terms proportion
R2n with 2<n<5, and the normalR26 behavior results
from a cancellation between these terms. Although conse
tion of charge guarantees that all terms inR2n with n&6
cancel out for largeR, there are many such terms and th
may be large at typical intermolecular distances, so the c
cellation is likely to lead to unacceptable numerical error

Consequently, a simpler polarizability model is need
In earlier work28 it was shown that the nonlocal descriptio
can be transformed to a local description, in which the o
polarizabilitiesa tu

ab that occur are those witha5b. In the
present work, therefore, we are concerned mainly with lo
polarizability models, though we have investigated nonlo
models to verify that they do not give a significantly bet
description.

One requirement of a polarizability description is th
the induction energy must always be negative for molecu
in their ground states. This means that the conventional
lecular dipole–dipole polarizability must be positive defini
Downloaded 06 Nov 2003 to 128.175.13.10. Redistribution subject to A
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when expressed in principal axes the componentsaxx , ayy ,
and azz must all be positive. Similar requirements apply
the higher-rank polarizabilities. The same requirement ho
for a distributed-polarizability model; that is, thea tu

ab ,
viewed as a matrix with rows labeled byat and columns by
bu, must be positive definite. Small negative eigenvalu
may be tolerable in practice, on the grounds that a field le
ing to positive induction energies could not be realized
would require all components of the field at all atoms to
zero or small except for the one associated with the nega
eigenvalue. Nevertheless, they are clearly better avoided

IV. DISPERSION COEFFICIENTS

In order to determine dispersion coefficients, it is conv
nient to use polarizabilities expressed in irreducible ten
form. The general formula is

aLK( l l 8)5(
kk8

^ l l 8kk8uLK&a l l 8kk8

5(
kk8

(2) l 2 l 82K~2L11!1/2S l l 8 L

k k8 2K Da l l 8kk8 .

For dipole–dipole polarizabilities this leads to the isotrop
polarizability

a00(11)52)ā52A 1
3 ~axx1ayy1azz!, ~4!

while the anisotropic part of the polarizability gives

a20(11)5A 2
3 Da5A 2

3 @azz2
1
2 ~axx1ayy!#, ~5a!

a21c(11)5&axz , ~5b!

a21s(11)5&ayz , ~5c!

a22c(11)5A 1
2 ~axx2ayy!, ~5d!

a22s(11)5&axy . ~5e!

Only the componentsa00(11), a20(11), anda22c(11) may be
nonzero for the case of a molecule or site with at leastC2v
symmetry, and onlya00(11) and a20(11) may be nonzero in
axial symmetry.

The dispersion coefficients may now be derived from
polarizabilities at imaginary frequency via the integrals
Eq. ~3!.1 When a local polarizability model is used, the di
persion energy can be expressed in the form

Udisp52(
n

(
ab

(
LaLbJ

(
KaKb

Cn
ab~LaLbJ,KaKb!R2nS̄LaLbJ

KaKb ,

~6!

wherea and b label sites in the interacting molecules, an
S̄LaLbJ

KaKb is anS function describing the orientational behavio1

The index J takes values betweenuLa2Lbu and La1Lb ,
with the proviso thatLa1Lb1J is even. The dipole–dipole
dispersion coefficients are29
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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C6
ab~000,00!52WE

0

`

du a00(11)
a ~ iu !a00(11)

b ~ iu !, ~7!

C6
ab~022,0K !52&WE

0

`

du a00(11)
a ~ iu !a2K(11)

b ~ iu !,

~8!

C6
ab~202,K0!52&WE

0

`

du a2K(11)
a ~ iu !a00(11)

b ~ iu !,

~9!

C6
ab~220,KK8!5

1

5
WE

0

`

du a2K(11)
a ~ iu !a2K8(11)

b
~ iu !,

~10!

C6
ab~222,KK8!5

2

7
WE

0

`

du a2K(11)
a ~ iu !a2K8(11)

b
~ iu !,

~11!

C6
ab~224,KK8!5

108

35
WE

0

`

du a2K(11)
a ~ iu !a2K8(11)

b
~ iu !,

~12!

whereW5\/(2p(4pe0)2).
Higher dispersion coefficients may be calculated

similar methods. The isotropic part of the quadrupol
quadrupole polarizability is

a00(22)52A1

5 (
k

a2k,2k ; ~13!

in the sum,k takes the values 0, 1c, 1s, 2c, and 2s. Dis-
persion terms arising from the quadrupole–quadrupole po
izability include

2R28C8
ab~000,00!S̄000

00 , ~14!

and

2R210C10
ab~000,00!S̄000

00 , ~15!

where the dispersion coefficients are

C8
ab~000,00!52A15WH E a00(11)

a ~ iu !a00(22)
b ~ iu !du

1E a00(22)
a ~ iu !a00(11)

b ~ iu !J , ~16!

C10
ab~000,00!514WE a00(22)

a ~ iu !a00(22)
b ~ iu !du. ~17!

There are many anisotropic contributions to these hig
terms also, but our calculations do not at present prov
sufficiently well-characterized data to evaluate them relia

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Carbon dioxide

1. Polarizabilities

For CO2 we used a Sadlej basis30,31and the B3LYP func-
tional. Calculations were carried out using 24 batches of
points each. We should note at the outset that although
Sadlej basis is designed to give good results for proper
Downloaded 06 Nov 2003 to 128.175.13.10. Redistribution subject to A
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such as polarizabilities, the higher-rank polarizabiliti
~dipole–quadrupole and quadrupole–quadrupole! require a
greater flexibility in the basis set and are likely to be und
estimated. Furthermore, there is no reason to expect
B3LYP functional to give particularly good results for pola
izabilities. Our concern here is to demonstrate the gen
features of our approach.

Table I gives results for a selection of polarizabili
models. Because of the axial symmetry, the only nonz
components area lk,l 8k8 with k5k8; moreover, a lkc,l 8kc

5a lks,l 8ks . Model A is a single-site description, with dipol
polarizabilities only at the center of the molecule. Model
comprises anisotropic dipole polarizabilities on each ato
model C adds charge flow between C and O, and mode
adds dipole–quadrupole polarizabilities on O.~The dipole–
quadrupole polarizability on C must be zero as it is a c
trosymmetric site.! Model E includes quadrupole–
quadrupole polarizabilities on each atom, but no dipol
quadrupole terms. This leads to a model that is not posi
definite; model F constrains the offending terms in the c
bon quadrupole–quadrupole polarizability to be zero.

The first point to notice is that the overall molecul
dipole–dipole polarizability is very insensitive to the mode
For all but the single-site model, which fits the data rath
poorly, the values of the dipole–dipole polarizability o
tained by the fitting procedure are very close to the val
obtained from a conventionalCADPAC polarizability calcula-
tion with the same basis set and functional, namelyā
'16.9 andDa'13.0 a.u. For comparison, the experimen
values areā517.81~Ref. 32! andDa514.62.33

Including higher-rank polarizabilities makes very litt
difference to the molecular dipole–dipole polarizabilitie
This confirms the point made above that by exploring
response at many different points to the perturbing poten
from a single point charge, it becomes possible to fit
different polarizabilities independently of each other. T
values of the total molecular quadrupole–quadrupole po
izability are meaningless for the simpler models, which
not have enough flexibility to describe it, but the results
models E and F are close to the values obtained from
conventional calculation, namelya20205239.8, a21c21c

5213.4, anda22c22c533.9 a.u. Model E is slightly bette
here than model F, where the C atom quadrupo
quadrupole polarizability has been constrained to av
negative polarizabilities.

The individual atomic dipole–dipole terms are more se
sitive to the inclusion of higher-rank terms. Inclusion
charge-flow terms reduces the longitudinal component of
carbon and oxygen polarizabilities, but does not improve
quality of fit, showing that when explicit charge flow is ex
cludeda i

C anda i
O pick up its effects satisfactorily.

The inclusion of higher-rank polarizabilities changes t
atomic dipole polarizabilities quite significantly. Dipole
quadrupole polarizabilities on oxygen~model D! have little
effect on the quality of fit, but quadrupole–quadrupole p
larizabilities on C and O improve it substantially~model E!.
Unfortunately, however, some of the carbon quadrupole
larizabilities are negative for this model, which is physica
unsatisfactory. Forcing these terms to be zero gives a m
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE I. Some polarizability models for CO2 . The r.m.s. fitting error and the maximum error are expressed as percentages of the range of respons
Values are in atomic units, i.e., 4pe0a0

n for the polarizabilities, wheren53 for dipole–dipole, 4 for dipole–quadrupole, and 5 for quadrupole–quadrupole;
Eh a0

6 for the C6 dispersion coefficient.

Sites a tu
ab

ab t u A B C D E F

CO 00 00 ––– ––– 20.22 ––– ––– –––
a i

C CC 10 10 24.96 12.44 11.03 11.89 12.25 12.
a'

C CC 11c 11c 12.26 0.56 0.56 2.45 2.22 2.21
CC 20 20 ––– ––– ––– ––– 221.64 –––
CC 21c 21c ––– ––– ––– ––– 29.56 29.50
CC 22c 22c ––– ––– ––– ––– 24.33 –––

a i
O OO 10 10 ––– 6.56 6.25 6.84 6.66 6.5

a'
O OO 11c 11c ––– 6.01 6.01 5.07 5.15 5.15

OO 10 20 ––– ––– ––– 20.62 ––– –––
OO 11c 21c ––– ––– ––– 1.83 ––– –––
OO 20 20 ––– ––– ––– ––– 7.50 0.2
OO 21c 21c ––– ––– ––– ––– 19.52 19.54
OO 22c 22c ––– ––– ––– ––– 18.94 16.89

ā Total 16.49 16.91 16.91 16.91 16.86 16.8
Da Total 12.70 12.98 12.99 12.98 13.05 13.0

Total 20 20 ––– ––– ––– ––– 241.13 244.7
Total 21c 21c ––– ––– ––– ––– 212.26 212.1
Total 22c 22c ––– ––– ––– ––– 33.55 33.71

Fitted parameters 2 4 5 6 10 8
r.m.s. error 0.989 0.171 0.171 0.171 0.034 0.0
Maximum error 24.3 3.37 3.37 3.73 0.82 1.1
IsotropicC6 141.8 149.4 149.3 149.5 148.6 148.
x
-
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sensible model, though the fit is not quite so good.
We see then that almost any model with sufficient fle

ibility in the atomic dipole polarizabilities is capable of re
producing the overall molecular polarizability, but that if w
want an accurate account of the local response to a non
form field we need to include higher polarizabilities.

2. Dispersion coefficients

Dispersion coefficients have been calculated by
methods described above, using the frequency-dependen
larizabilities. Table I gives the isotropicC6 coefficient for
each of the models shown. For all but the single-site mo
it is close to the value of 148.86 a.u. obtained from a c
ventional dispersion coefficient calculation usingCADPAC

with the same basis set and functional. The anisotro
atom–atom coefficients for model F are shown in Table
The dispersion energy is given by Eq.~6!. For a linear mol-
ecule, only terms withKa5Kb50 occur.

TABLE II. C6 atom–atom dispersion coefficients for CO2 , derived from the
frequency-dependent polarizabilities of model F. Values are in atomic u
hartree bohr~Ref. 6!.

Atoms:
LaLbJ,KaKb CC

CO
C6

ab(LaLbJ,KaKb) OO

000, 00 13.08 15.34 18.52
022, 00 6.92 1.14 1.33
202, 00 6.92 7.86 1.33
220, 00 0.76 0.12 0.02
222, 00 1.08 0.17 0.03
224, 00 11.70 1.87 0.31
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The oxygen–oxygen dispersion is close to isotrop
since the oxygen polarizability is nearly isotropic. Th
carbon–carbon dispersion, however, is highly anisotrop
The distance dependence of all of these terms isR26, but the
angular form of the most important anisotropic terms is
same as some of the terms in the electrostatic interaction
C6(022,00) andC6(202,00) terms have an angular depe
dence like the charge–quadrupole and quadrupole–ch
electrostatic interactions, respectively, while theC6(224,00)
term has an angular dependence like the quadrupo
quadrupole electrostatic interaction. Consequently they
be calculated easily by any program, such asORIENT,34

which can handle the anisotropic electrostatic interactio
The remaining terms,C6(220,00) andC6(222,00), do not
have the form of any electrostatic interaction, but they
much smaller and can be neglected without much loss
accuracy. TheORIENT program does provide for them, how
ever, in addition to the electrostatic terms.

VI. WATER

A. Polarizabilities

Table III shows results for water, obtained from 2
batches of 500 points calculated using the Sadlej basis
the B3LYP functional. The O atom and molecular polar
abilities are described in terms of axes withz along theC2

symmetry axis andy perpendicular to the molecular plan
for the H atoms local axes are used, withz along the O–H
bond andy perpendicular to the molecular plane.

The same characteristics emerge as for CO2. The overall
dipole polarizability is almost the same in every case, thou
the quality of the fit is not as good for the simpler mode

s,
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TABLE III. Some polarizability models for H2O. The r.m.s. fitting error and the maximum error are expressed as a percentage of the range of respons
Values are in atomic units, i.e., 4pe0a0

n , wheren53 for dipole–dipole, 4 for dipole–quadrupole, and 5 for quadrupole–quadrupole.

Sites a tu
ab

ab t u A B C D E

OH 00 00 ––– 21.26 ––– ––– –––
azz

O OO 10 10 9.91 6.83 7.01 8.99 9.1
axx

O OO 11c 11c 10.13 5.12 6.74 9.48 8.9
ayy

O OO 11s 11s 9.55 9.55 7.31 9.24 9.1
OO 10 20 ––– ––– ––– 24.03 24.13
OO 10 22c ––– ––– ––– 20.45 20.68
OO 11c 21c ––– ––– ––– 26.05 25.15
OO 11s 21s ––– ––– ––– 23.49 23.31
OO 20 20 ––– ––– ––– 36.23 35.7
OO 21c 21c ––– ––– ––– 37.65 35.71
OO 21s 21s ––– ––– ––– 34.65 35.71
OO 22c 22c ––– ––– ––– 37.79 35.71
OO 22s 22s ––– ––– ––– 38.60 35.71
OO 20 22c ––– ––– ––– 21.04 –––

azz
H HH 10 10 ––– ––– 2.33 0.99 1.10

axx
H HH 11c 11c ––– ––– 0.92 20.12 –––

azx
H HH 10 11c ––– ––– 0.02 0.18 –––

ayy
H HH 11s 11s ––– ––– 1.13 0.16 0.20

azz Total 10 10 9.91 9.95 9.96 9.94 9.9
axx 11c 11c 10.13 10.28 10.29 10.27 10.2
ayy 11s 11s 9.55 9.55 9.58 9.55 9.55
Fitted parameters 3 4 7 17 10
r.m.s. error 0.674 0.424 0.247 0.086 0.09
Maximum error 19.0 12.8 6.4 2.8 3.1
IsotropicC6 46.20 46.76 46.90 46.65 46.6
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or
especially model A, which simply has a dipole–dipole pol
izability at oxygen. Adding a charge-flow term~model B!
improves the fit somewhat, but a greater improvemen
achieved with dipole polarizabilities at the H atoms as w
as O~model C!. Adding dipole–quadrupole and quadrupole
quadrupole polarizabilities on oxygen~model D! improves
the fit significantly, but the H-atom polarizabilities are n
longer positive definite. Suppressing the hydrogenaxx and
axz gives a positive definite description, and the quadrupo
quadrupole polarizability on oxygen can be made isotropic
reduce the number of fitted parameters. These chan
~model E! make the fit only slightly worse.

The constancy of the overall polarizability values m
be compared with the variation seen in the paper by Ce
et al.,11 where the distributed polarizabilities were fitted
induction energy values. Leaving aside their model A, wh
includes charge-flow polarizabilities only and is not expec
to give a sensible result, their models B and C give reas
ably consistent values for the dipole polarizability, thou
not as constant as ours; but, their addition of the quadrupo
quadrupole polarizability on O changes the dipole–dip
values by as much as 18%. Moreover, it is only when
quadrupole–quadrupole polarizability is included, in th
model E, that their dipole–dipole polarizabilities approa
the values obtained in a conventional calculation.

In contrast, our dipole–dipole polarizabilities are almo
constant, and even for the simplest model are close to
values obtained from a conventional polarizability calcu
tion using the same basis set and functional, which areazz

59.96, axx510.31, andayy59.61.
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An interesting feature emerges if we take a single-s
model with the site not at the O atom but displaced along
symmetry axis towards the hydrogen atoms. The dipole
larizability and theC6 coefficient are formally independen
of origin, and indeed, they change only slightly. Howev
the r.m.s. error is reduced from 0.67% to 0.57% for an ori
at the center of mass, 0.12 bohr from the O atom, and
0.44% for an origin 0.35 bohr from the O atom.

B. Dispersion coefficients

Table IV gives atom–atom dispersion coefficients f
water, derived from the frequency-dependent polarizabilit
of model E. The low symmetry of the atom sites,C2v for O
andCs for H, leads potentially to a large number of nonze
dispersion coefficients. However, the choice of local axes
H with z along the O–H bond makes thexz component of
the polarizability very small, and it is suppressed altoget
in model E. Moreover, the anisotropy of the molecular p
larizability is quite small, and indeed the local O atom p
larizabilities are nearly isotropic, while the H-atom polari
abilities are small.

Our analysis justifies the common assumption tha
single-site model with isotropic polarizability and dispersi
is adequate for all but the most accurate work, but it sugg
that both should be attached to a site on the symmetry
about 0.35 bohr from the O atom rather than at the O atom
the center of mass.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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VII. BENZENE

A. Polarizabilities

For benzene we used the Sadlej basis and the B3
functional, and calculated responses for 20 batches of
points. The response values were fitted to a number of po

TABLE IV. C6 atom–atom dispersion coefficients for H2O, derived from
the frequency-dependent polarizabilities of model E. Values are in ato
units, hartree bohr~Ref. 6!.

Atoms:
LaLbJ,KaKb OO

OH
C6

ab(LaLbJ,KaKb) HH

000, 00 39.04 1.82 0.08
202, 00 0.14 0.01 0.07
202, 2c0 0.51 0.02 20.01
022, 00 0.14 1.42 0.07
022, 02c 0.51 20.23 20.01
220, 00 0.00 0.00 0.01
222, 00 0.00 0.00 0.01
224, 00 0.00 0.01 0.16
220, 02c 0.00 0.00 0.00
222, 02c 0.00 0.00 0.00
224, 02c 0.01 0.00 0.02
220, 2c0 0.00 0.00 0.00
222, 2c0 0.00 0.01 0.00
224, 2c0 0.01 0.05 0.02
220, 2c2c 0.00 0.00 0.00
222, 2c2c 0.00 0.00 0.00
224, 2c2c 0.04 0.01 0.01
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00
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izability models, and some results are shown in Table V.
also carried out calculations using the PBE0 functional;
results were similar but the overall polarizabilities somew
smaller in magnitude.

A single-site model~model A!, with dipole polarizabil-
ities at the center of mass, gives a poor fit. Adding quad
pole polarizabilities at the center of mass does not impr
matters very much. Distributed-polarizability models are b
ter; with dipole polarizabilities at the carbon atoms on
~model B!, the polarizability values are already in goo
agreement with the experimental values,ā570.3 andDa
5238, and are close to the values,ā570.1 and Da
5237.8, obtained from a conventionalab initio polarizabil-
ity calculation using the same basis set and functional. A
ing sites on the H atoms~model C! improves the fit signifi-
cantly. Adding quadrupole polarizabilities on the carb
atoms ~model D! gives a further substantial improvemen
but the atomic polarizabilities now are not positive defini
The components listed are all those that are allowed by
local C2v symmetry of the carbon site. Closer investigati
shows that it is the off-diagonala2022c

C term that is respon-
sible for the lack of positive definiteness; it can be forced
zero with only a slight reduction in the quality of the fit.

It is evident that there is considerable variation betwe
models in the values of the atomic dipole–dipole polarizab
ity components, but that the overall dipole–dipole polar
abilities and isotropic dispersion coefficients hardly vary
all. One should not expect a definitive model for thedistrib-

ic
f response
axes

9

4

5

5

5

.9
TABLE V. Some polarizability models for benzene. The r.m.s. fitting error and the maximum error are expressed as a percentage of the range o
values. Values are in atomic units, i.e., 4pe0a0

n , wheren53 for dipole–dipole, 4 for dipole–quadrupole, and 5 for quadrupole–quadrupole. The local
for the C and H atoms havez perpendicular to the molecular plane andy along the C–H bond. TheX site for model A is the center of mass.

Sites a tu
ab

ab t u A B C D E

a i
X XX 10 10 42.21 ––– ––– ––– –––

a'
X XX 11c 11c 80.72 ––– ––– ––– –––

azz
C CC 10 10 ––– 7.45 4.82 6.65 6.2

axx
C CC 11c 11c ––– 9.53 19.50 5.80 6.29

ayy
C CC 11s 11s ––– 18.13 4.23 16.55 16.35

CC 10 21s ––– ––– ––– 2.92 1.31
CC 11c 22s ––– ––– ––– 221.06 28.06
CC 11s 22c ––– ––– ––– 23.21 11.45
CC 11s 20 ––– ––– ––– 11.52 15.27
CC 20 20 ––– ––– ––– 26.69 22.2
CC 20 22c ––– ––– ––– 40.54 –––
CC 21c 21c ––– ––– ––– 78.34 88.60
CC 21s 21s ––– ––– ––– 89.04 77.69
CC 22c 22c ––– ––– ––– 43.17 52.94
CC 22s 22s ––– ––– ––– 79.35 96.34

azz
H HH 10 10 ––– ––– 2.78 0.81 1.16

axx
H HH 11c 11c ––– ––– 20.09 2.63 1.16

ayy
H HH 11s 11s ––– ––– 3.90 2.49 3.67

ā Total 67.89 70.22 70.29 69.86 69.8
Da Total 238.52 238.26 237.08 237.71 237.70

Total 20 20 ––– ––– ––– 816.8 818.
Total 21c 21c ––– ––– ––– 1159.3 1159.4
Total 22c 22c ––– ––– ––– 2294.7 2290.4

Fitted parameters 2 3 6 16 13
r.m.s. error 1.436 0.490 0.258 0.061 0.06
Maximum error 35.0 13.3 10.3 3.5 5.0
IsotropicC6 1658.3 1788.9 1790.0 1768.1 1767
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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uted polarizabilities; the partition between atoms of the p
larization response is largely arbitrary.~Bader’s atoms in
molecules approach35 would give a less arbitrary partition
ing, but so far that approach appears to have been used
to dissect the response of the molecule to a uniform fie
either static24 or dynamic.19! The arbitrariness provides a
opportunity to simplify the model without losing accurac
For example, the dipole polarizability components perp
dicular to the C–H bond in model D can be constrained to
equal, giving a fit that is almost as good, but with two few
fitted parameters.~Three fewer if we also constraina2022c

C to
be zero; this is model E.! The advantage of this apparent
arbitrary procedure is that it leads to a much simpler disp
sion model, as we show below.

The total molecular quadrupole–quadrupole polariza
ity is shown in Table V for those models that have enou
flexibility to describe it adequately. The values ofa20,20,
a21c,21c , anda22c,22c are close to the values obtained from
conventional CADPAC calculation: a20,205822.0, a21c,21c

51157.7, anda22c,22c52296.0.

TABLE VI. C6 atom–atom dispersion coefficients for benzene, deriv
from the frequency-dependent polarizabilities of model E, and referre
local axes withz along the C–H bond. Values are in atomic units, hart
bohr ~Ref. 6!.

LaLbJ,KaKb

Atoms: CC
C6

ab(LaLbJ,KaKb)
CH HH

000, 00 31.42 7.84 2.00
202, 00 9.30 2.26 0.56
022, 00 9.30 2.31 0.56
220, 00 0.57 0.14 0.04
222, 00 0.81 0.20 0.05
224, 00 8.79 2.20 0.55
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B. Dispersion coefficients

Table V shows the isotropic molecularC6 dispersion co-
efficient for each of the benzene models considered. We
see that, like the total molecular polarizability, it is well d
scribed by all but the simplest of the models. The distribu
description of dispersion, like the distributed model of t
polarizability, varies a good deal between models. In t
case we can take advantage of the flexibility of the distr
uted model to base the dispersion coefficients on mode
where the polarizability of both carbon and hydrogen h
axial symmetry about the C–H bond. We redefine the locaz
axis to lie along the C–H bond, and obtain the dispers
coefficients listed in Table VI. Because of the effective ax
symmetry, the same components are nonzero as for C2 ,
and the same comments apply. A dispersion model base
model D has more than twice as many different nonzeroC6

coefficients, and would be more complicated to use wh
offering very little advantage.

VIII. ETHANE

For ethane~Table VII! we used 25 batches of 500 point
calculated using the Sadlej basis and the B3LYP function
As for the other cases described above, the overall molec
dipole polarizability is in good agreement with the results
a conventional CADPAC calculation (ā529.0 a.u.,Da
53.84 a.u.), and in reasonable agreement with the exp
mental data:ā530 a.u.,36 Da54.5 a.u.37

However, model A, with dipole polarizabilities on the
atoms only, gives a rather poor fit to the response d
Model B, with C atom polarizabilities up to quadrupole,
significantly better, but a greater improvement is achiev
with dipole polarizabilities only on both C and H site
~model C!. The best result is obtained with dipole polari

d
to
nse valu
e local

1
2

4

7

7

8

TABLE VII. Some polarizability models for ethane. The r.m.s. fitting error and maximum error are expressed as percentages of the range of respoes.
Values are in atomic units, i.e., 4pe0a0

n , wheren53 for dipole–dipole, 4 for dipole–quadrupole, and 5 for quadrupole–quadrupole. For the C atoms, th
z axis is directed outwards along the CC bond and they axis parallel to one of the molecularC2 dihedral symmetry axes. For the H atoms, the localz axis
is along the bond and they axis is perpendicular to the HCC plane.

Sites a tu
ab

ab t u A B C D E

a i
C CC 10 10 15.79 15.68 6.40 9.35 10.1

a'
C CC 11c 11c 13.70 13.72 2.97 5.03 5.2

CC 10 20 ––– 25.09 ––– 0.78 20.13
CC 11c 21c ––– 9.78 ––– 1.49 3.68
CC 11c 22c ––– 216.92 ––– 26.73 3.65
CC 20 20 ––– 95.70 ––– 11.25 8.4
CC 21c 21c ––– 132.64 ––– 46.13 46.13
CC 22c 22c ––– 122.32 ––– 22.85 25.00
CC 21c 22c ––– 2.34 ––– 10.19 8.62

azz
H HH 10 10 ––– ––– 4.87 3.78 4.28

axx
H HH 11c 11c ––– ––– 2.58 1.71 1.62

ayy
H HH 11s 11s ––– ––– 2.82 2.43 1.62

axz
H HH 11c 10 ––– ––– 0.55 0.38 –––

ā Total 28.79 28.75 28.77 28.77 28.7
Da 4.17 3.92 3.88 3.91 3.91
Fitted parameters 2 9 6 13 11
r.m.s. error 0.637 0.159 0.087 0.051 0.05
Maximum error 24.1 9.0 2.4 1.4 2.1
IsotropicC6 361.1 359.3 356.0 359.8 359.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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abilities on H and polarizabilities up to quadrupole on
~model D!. However, as in the case of benzene, a mode
which the H-atom polarizabilities are forced to have ax
symmetry about the C–H bond~model E! fits almost as well
and gives a simpler description of the dipole polarizabil
and theC6 dispersion coefficients.

The overall molecularC6 coefficient is given in Table
VII for each model listed, and the anisotropic coefficients
given in Table VIII. Although the molecular polarizability i
not very anisotropic, the distributed polarizabilities are mo
anisotropic, and this is reflected in theC6 coefficients. As for
CO2, however, the only important terms areC6(202,00) and
C6(022,00), which have angular behavior like the charg
quadrupole electrostatic interaction, andC6(224,00), which
is like the quadrupole–quadrupole, though all of them ha
R26 radial dependence. As in the case of benzene, forc
the H-atom polarizabilities to have axial symmetry grea
simplifies the dispersion model.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

We have implemented a modification of the method
Dehezet al.10 for determining distributed polarizabilities. W
calculate the response~the change in electrostatic potentia!
at each of an array of points around the molecule to a
point charge at each point in turn, and fit the resulting dat
a distributed polarizability model. This modified approa
has several advantages. The fitted functions are orthog
with respect to integration over the angular position of eit
the perturbing charge or the response point, and although
array of points used follows the shape of the molecule ra
than a spherical shell, the underlying orthogonality ma
the fitting equations well-conditioned and stable. The m
lecular dipole polarizability is almost independent of t
model used, as long as it is sufficiently flexible, and it agr
very closely with the polarizability obtained from a conve
tional calculation. However, the fitting procedure gives info
mation about the distribution of polarizability among the
oms of the molecule, and about the anisotropy of the ato
polarizabilities.

Furthermore, the procedure can be applied just as ea
to polarizabilities calculated at imaginary frequency, and t
provides a route to anisotropic atom–atom dispersion co
cients. In this way we can study the distribution of the m

TABLE VIII. C6 atom–atom dispersion coefficients for ethane, deriv
from the frequency-dependent polarizabilities of model E, and referre
local axes withz along the C–C bond for the C site and along the C–H bo
for H. Values are in atomic units, hartree bohr~Ref. 6!.

Atoms:
LaLbJ,KaKb CC

CH
C6

ab(LaLbJ,KaKb) HH

000, 00 20.75 7.48 2.70
202, 00 3.61 1.31 0.72
022, 00 3.61 1.97 0.72
220, 00 0.14 0.08 0.04
222, 00 0.20 0.11 0.06
224, 00 2.17 1.18 0.66
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lecular dispersion interaction between the atoms in a po
atomic molecule, and obtain anisotropic atom–ato
dispersion coefficients.

In the present work we have concentrated on dipo
dipole polarizabilities andC6 dispersion coefficients. Higher
rank polarizabilities and dispersion coefficients will requ
larger basis sets. However, the force fields that are c
monly used in molecular simulations generally use only i
tropic R26 dispersion terms, andab initio information about
the distribution of dispersion interactions between atoms w
be a valuable source of information for refining such for
fields.
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